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Solid-state energy conversion technologies such as thermoelectric and thermionic r
eration and power generation require materials with low thermal conductivity but g
electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient, which are difficult to realize in bulk s
conductors. Nanostructures such as superlattices, quantum wires, and quantum do
vide alternative approaches to improve the solid-state energy conversion effic
through size and interface effects on the electron and phonon transport. In this revie
discuss recent research and progress using nanostructures for solid-state energy c
sion. The emphasis is placed on fundamental issues that distinguish energy transpo
conversion between nanoscale and macroscale, as well as heat transfer issues rela
device development and property characterization.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1448331#
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1 Introduction
Accompanying the motion of charges in conductors or se

conductors, there is also an associated energy transport. Con
a current flowing through a pair ofn-type andp-type semiconduc-
tors connected in series as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The electrons in the
n-type material and the holes in thep-type material all carry hea
away from the top metal-semiconductor junctions, which lead
a cooling at the junctions called the Peltier effect. Conversely,
temperature difference is maintained between the two ends o
materials as shown in Fig. 1~b!, higher thermal energy electron
and holes will diffuse to the cold side, creating a potential diff
ence that can be used to power an external load. This See
effect is the principle for thermocouples. For each material,
cooling effect is gauged by the Peltier coefficientP that relates
the heat carried by the charges to the electrical current thro
Q5P3I . The power generation is measured by the Seebeck
efficientS, which relates the voltage generated to the tempera
difference throughDV52S3DT. The Peltier and the Seebec
coefficients are related through the Kelvin relationP5ST. Prac-
tical devices are made of multiple pairs ofp-type andn-type semi-
conductors as shown in Fig. 1~c!. Analysis shows that efficien
coolers and power generators should have a large figure-of-m
@1#,

Z5
sS2

k
,

wheres is the electrical conductivity andk the thermal conduc-
tivity. The reason that the electrical conductivitys entersZ is due
to the Joule heating in the element. Naturally, the Joule h
should be minimized by increasing the electrical conductivity. T
thermal conductivityk appears in the denominator ofZ because
the thermoelectric elements also act as the thermal insulation
tween the hot and the cold sides. A high thermal conductiv
causes too much heat leakage through heat conduction. BecaZ
has a unit of inverse temperature, the nondimensional figur
merit ZT is often used. The bestZT materials are found in semi
conductors@2#. Insulators have poor electrical conductivity. Me
als have relatively low Seebeck coefficients. In addition, the th
mal conductivity of a metal, which is dominated by electrons,
proportional to the electrical conductivity, as dictated by t
Wiedemann-Franz law. It is thus hard to realize highZT in metals.
In semiconductors, the thermal conductivity consists of contri
tions from electrons (ke) and phonons (kp), with the majority
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contribution coming from phonons. The phonon thermal cond
tivity can be reduced without causing too much reduction in
electrical conductivity. A proven approach to reduce the phon
thermal conductivity is through alloying@3#. The mass difference
scattering in an alloy reduces the lattice thermal conductivity s
nificantly without much degradation to the electrical conductivi
The traditional cooling materials are alloys of Bi2Te3 with Sb2Te3
~such as Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 , p-type! and Bi2Te3 with Bi2Se3 ~such as
Bi2Te2.7Se0.3, n-type!, with a ZT at room temperature approxi
mately equals to one@2#. A typical power generation material i
the alloy of silicon and germanium, with aZT;0.6 at 700°C.
Figure 2 plots the theoretical coefficient of performance~COP!
and efficiency of thermoelectric coolers and power generators
differentZT values. Also marked in the figures for comparison a
other cooling and power generation technologies. Materials w
ZT;1 are not competitive against the conventional fluid-bas
cooling and power generation technologies. Thus, solid-s
cooler and power generators have only found applications in n
areas, such as cooling of semiconductor lasers and power ge
tion for deep space exploration, although the application ar
have been steadily increasing.

While the search for highZT materials before 1990s have bee
mostly limited to bulk materials, there has been extensive rese
in the area of artificial semiconductor structures in the last
years for electronic and optoelectronic applications. Vario
means of producing ultrathin and high quality crystalline laye
~such as molecular beam epitaxy and metalorganic chemical v
deposition! have been used to alter the ‘‘bulk’’ characteristics
the materials. Drastic changes are produced by changing the
tal periodicity ~by e.g., depositing alternating layers of differe
crystals!, or by changing the electron dimensionality~by confining
the carriers in a plane~quantum well! or in a line~quantum wire,
etc.!!. Even though electrical and optical properties of these a
ficial crystalline structures have been extensively studied, m
less attention has been paid to their thermal and thermoele
properties. Thermoelectric properties of low-dimensional str
tures started to attract attention in the 1990s, in parallel to
newed interests in certain bulk thermoelectric materials such
skutterudites@4#. Compared to the research in bulk materials th
emphasizes reducing the thermal conductivity, nanostructures
fer the chance of improving both the electron and phonon tra
port through the use of quantum and classical size and inter
effects. Several directions have been explored such as qua
size effects for electrons@5,6#, thermionic emission at interface
@7,8#, and interface scattering of phonons@9,10#. ImpressiveZT
values have been reported in some low-dimensional struct
@11,12#. Comprehensive reviews on the progress of thermoelec
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Fig. 1 Illustration of thermoelectric devices „a… cooler, „b… power generator, and „c… an actual device
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materials research is presented in a recently published serie@4#
and in the proceedings of the various international conference
thermoelectrics held in recent years.

In this article, we have in mind readers interested in nano-
microscale heat transfer and energy conversion and focus on
moelectric energy conversion in low-dimensional structures. T
emphasis is placed on fundamental issues that distinguish en
transport and conversion between nanoscale and macrosca
well as heat transfer issues related to device development
property characterization. One of our aims is to provide the re
ers with an overview of recent developments. Because of the w
scope of work being carried out, the cited references are far f
complete. Along with the review, we hope to stimulate the read
by pointing out unsolved, challenging questions related to
theory, characterization, and device development.

2 Formulation of Thermoelectric Effects
In solid-state coolers or power generators, heat is carried

charges from one place to another. The current density and
flux carried by electrons can be expressed as@13#

J~r !5
1

4p3 E E E qv~k! f ~r ,k!d3k (1)

JQ~r !5
1

4p3 E E E @E~k!2Ef~r !#v~k! f ~r ,k!d3k, (2)
of Heat Transfer
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by
heat

whereq is the unit charge of each carrier,Ef the Fermi energy,v
the carrier velocity, and the integration is over all the possi
wavevectorsk of all the charges. The carrier probability distribu
tion function, f (r ,k) is governed by the Boltzmann equatio
Considering transport processes occurring much slower than
relaxation process and employing the relaxation time approxi
tion, the Boltzmann equation can be expressed as

v•¹r f 1
q«

\
•¹k f 52

f ~r ,k!2 f eq~r ,k!

t~k!
, (3)

where is« the electric field,t(k) the momentum-dependent re
laxation time,\ the Planck constant divided by 2p, and f eq the
equilibrium distribution function. For electrons and holes,

f eq~r ,k!5
1

11expS E~k!2Ef~r !

kBT~r ! D , (4)

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant, andT the local temperature
Under the further assumption that the local deviation from eq
librium is small, the Boltzmann equation can be linearized and
solution expressed as

f ~r ,k!5 f eq~r ,k!1t~k!vS 2
] f eq

]E D •F2
E~k!2Ef

T
¹rT

1qS «2
1

q
¹rEf D G . (5)
Fig. 2 Comparison of thermoelectric technology with other energy conversion methods for „a… cooling and „b…
power generation
APRIL 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 243
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Substituting the above expression in Eqs.~1! and ~2! leads to the

J„r )5q2L0S 2
1

q
¹F D1

q

T
L1~2¹T! (6)

JQ~r !5qL1S 2
1

q
¹F D1

1

T
L2~2¹ rT!, (7)

where F is the electrochemical potential (2¹F/q5«
2¹Ef /q). The transport coefficientsLn are defined by the fol-
lowing integral

Ln5
1

4p3 E E E t~k!v~k!v~k!~E~k!2EF!nS 2
] f eq

]E Dd3k.

(8)

From the expressions forJ and JQ , various material parameter
such as the electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity due
electrons, and the Seebeck coefficient can be calculated. For
plicity we assume that both the current flow and the tempera
gradient are in thex-direction:

s5Jx /~2¹F/q!u¹xT505q2L0 (9)

S5~2¹F/q!/¹xTuJx505
1

qT
L0

21L1 (10)

ke5JQx
/~2¹xT!uJx505

L2L02L1L1

TL0
. (11)

Rewriting the expressions for electrical conductivity and the th
mopower in the form of integrals over the electron energy we

s[E s~E!S 2
] f eq

]E DdE (12)

S[
kB

q

E s~E!
~E2EF!

kBT S 2
] f eq

]E DdE

E s~E!S 2
] f eq

]E DdE

}^E2Ef&, (13)

where we introduced the ‘‘differential’’ conductivity,

s~E![q2t~E!E E nx
2~E,ky ,kz!dkydkz>q2t~E!n̄x

2~E!D~E!,

(14)

where D(E) is the density of states.s~E! is a measure of the
contribution of electrons with energyE to the total conductivity.
The Fermi ‘‘window’’ factor (2] f eq /]E) is a bell-shape function
centered atE5Ef , having a width of;kBT. At a finite tempera-
ture only electrons near the Fermi surface contribute to the c
duction process. In this picture, the thermopower is the ‘‘avera
energy transported by the charge carriers. In order to achieve
best thermoelectric properties,s ~E!, within the Fermi window,
should be as big as possible, and at the same time, as asymm
as possible with respect to the Fermi energy.

The thermal conductivity of phonons is also often mode
from the Boltzmann equation under the relaxation time appro
mation,

kp5
1

3 ( E C~v!vp~v!L~v!dv, (15)

whereC is the specific heat of phonons at frequencyv, vp the
phonon group velocity, andL the phonon mean free path.

The above formulation for the thermoelectric properties lead
the following possibilities to increaseZT and thus the energy con
version efficiency of devices made of nanostructures.

1. Interfaces and boundaries of nanostructures impose
straints on the electron and phonon waves, which lead
change in their energy states and correspondingly, their d
sity of states and group velocity.
244 Õ Vol. 124, APRIL 2002
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2. The symmetry of the differential conductivity with respect
the Fermi level can be controlled using quantum size effe
and classical interface effects~as in thermionic emission!.

3. The phonon thermal conductivity can be reduced throu
interface scattering and through the alteration of the pho
spectrum in low-dimensional structures.

3 Nanostructures for Solid-State Energy Conversion
The transport of electrons and phonons in nanostructures is

fected by the presence of the interfaces and surfaces. Since
trons and phonons have both wave and particle characteristics
transport can fall into two different regimes: totally cohere
transport in which electrons or phonons must be treated as w
and totally incoherent transport in which either or both of the
can be treated as particles. There is, of course, the interme
regime where transport is partially coherent—an area that has
been studied extensively. Whether a group of carriers are cohe
or incoherent depend on the strength of phase destroying sca
ing events~such as internal or diffuse interface scattering!. In a
nanostructure with no phase-destroying scattering events, a m
chromatic wave can experience many coherent scatterings w
preserving the phase. The coherent superposition of the incom
and scattered waves leads to the formation of new energy b
for electrons and/or phonons. For example, the quantized en
states of electrons in a quantum well are the result of the for
tion of standing waves inside the structure. The standing wave
be regarded as the superposition of two counter-propaga
waves, each experiencing phase preserving reflections at the
faces. On the other hand, if there is a strong internal scatte
~which can be judged from the momentum relaxation time! or if
the interface scattering is not phase preserving~such as due to
diffuse scattering!, no new energy bands form and the ener
states of the carriers in such a structure are identical to these
bulk material. Electron transport in both coherent and incoher
regimes has been considered and potential benefits of nanos
tures for the power factor (S2s) have been studied. Similarly
phonon heat conduction in both regimes has also be conside
although most studies are based on the particle approach. We
divide the discussion into roughly three categories:~1! improving
the electronic power factor based on coherent electron states~2!
improving the electronic energy conversion based on interf
filtering for incoherent electrons,~3! improving ZT by reducing
the phonon thermal conductivity.

3.1 Electron Energy States Engineering. This approach
was suggested in a pioneering work by Dresselhaus and
workers @5,6#. The main idea is that energy states in nanostr
tures are very different from those in macrostructures due to
quantum size effects on electrons. Figure 3 illustrates, qua
tively, the density of states~DOS! of electrons in bulk materials

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of the density-of-states of elec-
trons in bulk, quantum well, quantum wire, and quantum dots
materials.
Transactions of the ASME
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quantum wells, quantum wires, and quantum dots. Examinatio
Eq. ~13! indicates that the Seebeck coefficient is large when
average electron energy is far apart from the Fermi level. In se
conductors, a large Seebeck coefficient occurs when the F
level is inside the band-gap. A Fermi level deep inside the ba
gap, however, leads to a low electrical conductivity. The op
mized Fermi level usually is close to the band edge. Because
function ] f eq /]E is nonzero only in an energy range;kBT near
the Fermi level, the higher the DOS in this range, the larger po
factor we can anticipate. In bulk materials, the parabolic shap
the DOS means that the electron density surrounding the F
level is small. In quantum structures, the steps and the spike
the DOS suggest thatS2s can be increased. In a theoretical stu
by Mahan and Sofo@14#, it was suggested that the best therm
electric materials will have a spike like DOS. Quantum dots
ideally into such a picture. A single quantum dot, however, is
of much interest for building into useful thermoelectric devic
~but may be of interest to create localized cooling on the nan
cale!. Thus the study began with quantum wells~extremely thin
films! and quantum wires~extremely small wires!. Experimental
results for transport inside PbTe and Si/SiGe quantum well s
tems indicated an increase ofZT inside the quantum well, as
shown in Fig. 4@15#.

A single quantum well, however, cannot be used to build use
devices because the film is too thin~typically less than a few
hundreds angstroms!. Multilayer structures were therefore used
the proof-of-concept experiments. For multilayer structures s
as superlattices, three questions were raised on the effective
of the quantum confinement approach@16,17#. One is that elec-
trons will tunnel through the barrier layer when the barriers
very thin. The second argument is that the barrier does not c
tribute to the thermoelectric transport but does contribute to
reverse heat conduction. And finally, there is also concern of
terface scattering of electrons in narrow wells. A possible
proach for improving performance is to utilize the quantum co
finement effects inside both the quantum well and the bar
layer, and to have electrons in different carrier pockets in mom
tum space confined in different regions@18,19#. Additionally, the
thermal conductivity of very thin superlattices can be reduced
to interface scattering—a topic we will discuss later on@20#. A
natural extension of the quantum well and superlattice theory i
quantum wires. Theoretical studies predict a large enhanceme
ZT inside quantum wires. Experimentally, different quantum w
deposition methods have been explored@6#.

The experimental results that are inspired by the theoret
studies have proven to be impressive and unexpected@21#. After
the proof-of-concept demonstration ofZT enhancement in two-
dimensional quantum wells, Harman’s group showed t
quantum-dot superlattices have a significantly higher power fa
than their corresponding bulk materials@22#. Using a thermal con-

Fig. 4 Product of the Seebeck coefficient square and carrier
density as a function of the silicon quantum well width †15‡
Journal of Heat Transfer
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ductivity value estimated from bulk properties,ZT values as high
as two have been reported. At this stage, no models exist to q
titatively explain the observed increase inZT.

The above-discussed approaches are based on transport pe
dicular to the confinement directions, i.e., along the film plane
wire axis. There are also considerations of the DOS change
electron transport perpendicular to the film plane of the super
tices @23,24#. These calculations, however, do not show a sign
cant increase of the electronic power factor along these direct
and suggest that the thermal conductivity reduction may be a m
beneficial factor to explore along this transport direction.

Research for improvingZT using quantum confinement of elec
trons raises several interesting questions related to heat tra
@20#. First, the thermal conductivity along the film plane and w
axis should be reduced due to phonon interface scattering. We
discuss more about this point later. Second, the parasitic the
conductivity in the barrier layer is still a concern for certain qua
tum structures that do not utilize the barrier region for electr
transport. For example, nanowires can be deposited in an a
ized alumina matrix with nanometer scale channels. Although
thermal conductivity of the anodized alumina is relatively small
is not negligible, and further reduction of the parasitic heat c
duction path through such a matrix should be considered@25#.
Another very interesting yet little explored aspect is the transp
processes in the synthesis of nanowires. Several different met
have been explored, including pressure injection of molten b
muth into the template@26#, physical vapor deposition@27#, and
electrodeposition@28#. Heat and mass transport inside the
nanoscale channels could be very different than that in bulk ch
nels. So far, these techniques are developed only through t
and-error. It is generally found that smaller diameter channels
more difficult to fill, leading to partial filling or discontinuous
wires. Systematic studies of the transport processes will help w
the optimization of the deposition conditions.

3.2 Heterostructure Integrated Thermionic Refrigeration.
Thermionic energy conversion is based on the idea that a h
work function cathode in contact with a heat source will em
electrons@29#. These electrons are absorbed by a cold, low w
function anode, and they can flow back to the cathode through
external load where they do useful work. Practical vacuum th
mionic generators are limited by the work function of availab
metals or other materials that are used for cathodes. Another
portant limitation is the space charge effect. The presence
charged electrons in the space between the cathode and anod
create an extra potential barrier between the cathode and an
which reduces the thermionic current. The materials curren
used for cathodes have work functions.0.7 eV, which limits the
generator applications to high temperatures.500 K. Mahan@30#
proposed these vacuum diodes for thermionic refrigeration. B
cally, the same vacuum diodes which are used for generators
work as a cooler on the cathode side and a heat pump on
anode side under an applied bias. Mahan predicted efficiencie
over 80 percent of the Carnot value, but still these refrigerat
only work at high temperatures~.500 K!. In the following, we
will see that heterostructures have a potential to achieve the
onic refrigeration at room temperature@7,31–33#. Vacuum thermi-
onic refrigeration based on resonant tunneling through triang
wells and small gaps in vacuum has been proposed rece
@34,35#. Theoretical calculations predict operation at room te
perature and below with a cooling power density of 100 W/cm2.
Net cooling based on such vacuum thermionic coolers has ye
be confirmed experimentally.

Using various material systems one can produce different
rier heights in the anode and in the cathode~typically 0 to 0.4 eV!.
This is determined by the band-edge discontinuity between
erolayers. The heterostructure integrated thermionic coolers~HIT!
in Fig. 5 could operate in two modes. In the nonlinear regim
electron transport is dominated by the supply of electrons in
cathode layer. Since only hot electrons~with energy greater than
APRIL 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 245
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Ef! are emitted above the barrier, electron-electron and elect
phonon interactions try to restore the quasi Fermi distribution
the cathode layer by absorbing heat from the lattice, thus coo
the layer. This heat is deposited on the anode side. Theore
estimates by Shakouri and co-workers@7,32# show that there is an
optimal barrier width of the order of a few electron energy rela
ation lengths and an optimum barrier height of the order ofkBT,
and that such heterostructure coolers can provide 20–30°C c
ing with KW/cm2 cooling density. Since the operating currents f
the device is very high (105 A/cm2), non-ideal effects such as th
Joule heating at the metal-semiconductor contact resistance
the reverse heat conduction have limited the experimental coo
results to,1°C. There is another regime of operation in whi
electron transport is dominated by the barrier structure. A su
lattice is chosen so that hot electrons move easily in the mater
but the movement of cold electrons is more restricted. In this c
there will be also net cooling in the cathode layer and heating
the anode layer. Shakouri et al.@36# noted that a small barrie
height on the order ofkBT does not give much improvement ove
bulk thermoelectric materials, and suggested tall barriers and
doping densities to achieve a large number of electrons movin
the material. To have a good HIT cooler, the barrier mate
should simply have an adequate electrical conductivity and a
thermal conductivity, making ternary and quaternary semicond
tors good candidates.

On the experimental side, Shakouri and co-workers have fa
cated thin-film thermoelectric coolers based on single heteroju
tion structures@37# and superlattice structures@38–42#. The
SiGe/Si superlattice micro coolers can be monolithically in
grated with Si-based microelectronic devices to achieve local
cooling and temperature control. Cooling by as much as 4.2 K
25°C and 12 K at 200°C was measured on 3mm thick, 60
360mm2 devices. This corresponds to maximum cooling pow
densities approaching kW/cm2. The micro cooler structure is
based on cross-plane electrical transport. The main part of
cooler is a 3mm strain-compensated SiGe/Si superlattice. It co
sists of 200 periods of (12 nm Si0.75Ge0.25/3 nm Si), doped with
boron to about 631019 cm23. The Si0.75Ge0.25/Si superlattice has
a valence band offset of about 0.16 eV, and hot holes going o
this barrier can produce thermionic cooling. This superlattice w
grown using molecular beam epitaxy~MBE!. Its average lattice
constant is that of Si0.8Ge0.2, and a buffer layer is required for it to
be grown on a Si substrate. To reduce the material growth tim
the MBE system, the buffer layer was grown on ap1 ~001! Si

Fig. 5 Heterostructure thermionic emission for cooling at
room temperatures.
246 Õ Vol. 124, APRIL 2002
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substrate by chemical vapor deposition~CVD! in the form of a
graded SiGe structure. The boron doping in the buffer layer i
31019 cm23. Following the superlattice growth, a 0.3mm
Si0.8Ge0.2 cap layer was grown with a boron doping level of
31020 cm23 to get a good ohmic contact to the device. Figure
shows a cross-section transmission electron microscopy~TEM!
image of the MBE-grown SiGe/Si superlattice, and also a sc
ning electron micrograph of a micro cooler device. Figure 7 d
plays the measured cooling on 60360mm2 superlattice cooler
and a Si cooler at the heat sink temperature of 25°C. Figur
shows the temperature profile at a current of;400 mA. One
notices localized and uniform cooling on top of the micro refri

Fig. 6 „a… TEM image of the SiGe ÕSi superlattice „the dark
parts are the 12 nm Si 0.75Ge0.25 layers, the light parts are the 3
nm Si layers …, and „b… a scanning electron micrograph of a fab-
ricated micro refrigerator

Fig. 7 Cooling measured on 60 Ã60 mm2 SiGeÕSi superlattice
coolers and on Si coolers at the heat sink temperature of 25°C
Transactions of the ASME
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erator as well as Joule heating near the probe on the side con
With the use of a resistive heat load on top of the micro refrige
tor, cooling power densities exceeding 500 W/cm2 have been
demonstrated@43#.

Electron and phonon transport perpendicular to interfaces r
interesting heat transfer and energy conversion issues. One
ample is where heat is generated. Joule heating is often treate
a uniform volumetric heat generation. In heterostructures, the
ergy relaxation from electrons to phonons occurs over a dista
comparable to the film thickness, and heat generation is no lon
uniform. For single layer devices, this could benefit the dev
efficiency in principle@32,44#. Such non-uniform heat generatio
is a type of hot electron effect that has been studied in electro
@45#, and has also be discussed quite extensively in the litera
in the context of ultrafast laser-matter interactions@46#. Another
example is the concurrent consideration of ballistic electron tra
port and ballistic phonon transport, coupled with nonequilibriu
electron-phonon interaction. Zeng and Chen@47# started from the
Boltzmann equations for electrons and phonons and obtained
proximate solutions for the electron and phonon temperature
tributions in heterostructures, as shown in Fig. 9. In this case, b
electron and phonon temperatures show a discontinuity at the
terface. The phonon temperature discontinuity is the familiar th
mal boundary resistance phenomenon. Zeng and Chen concl

Fig. 8 Temperature distribution on top of a 40 Ã40 micron
square SiGe thin film cooler measured using thermoreflectance
imaging. The applied current is È400 mA.
Journal of Heat Transfer
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that in the nonlinear transport regime, it is the electron tempe
ture discontinuity at the interface that determines the thermio
effect and the electron temperature gradient inside the film
determines the thermoelectric effect. Similar calculations
Vashaee and Shakouri@48# showed the importance of the electro
phonon coupling coefficient in the optimization of HIT coolers

3.3 Phonon Thermal Conductivity Reduction Approach.
Although phonons do not contribute directly to the energy co
version, the reduction of their contribution to the thermal cond
tivity is a central issue in thermoelectrics research. Several sig
cant increases in theZT of bulk materials were due to the
introduction of thermal conductivity reduction strategies, such
the alloying@3# and phonon rattler concepts@49#. Size effects on
phonon transport have long been established since the pione
work by Casimir@50# at low-temperatures. Since the 1980s, t
thermal conductivity reduction in thin films has drawn increasi
attention. Naturally, the phonon thermal conductivity reduction
nanostructures has been considered as beneficial and even
dominant approach to enhanceZT values.

One proposed approach is to use the thermal conductivity in
direction perpendicular to the superlattice film plane, or the cro
plane direction, while maintaining a low electronic band-edge o
set, ideally no offset at all@9#. This would allow the electron
transport across the interfaces without much scattering, w
phonons would be scattered at the interfaces@51#. Some early
experimental data@52,53# indicate that the thermal conductivity o
superlattices could be significantly reduced, especially in
cross-plane direction. Tien and Chen@54# suggested the possibil
ity of making super thermal insulators out of superlattices. Ext
sive experimental data on the thermal conductivity of various
perlattices have been reported in recent years@51–65#, mostly in
the cross-plane direction. Following such a strategy, Venka
subramanian’s group has reported Bi2Te3 /Se2Te3 superlattices
with ZT values between 2-3 at room temperature. Although th
results need to be confirmed due to the difficulty with the m
surements, the reported data so far seem to support such c
and demonstrate that the thermal conductivity reduction is a v
effective approach@9#.

The mechanisms responsible for thermal conductivity reduc
in low-dimensional structures thus have become a topic of c
siderable debate over the last few years. There have been m
studies of the phonon spectrum and transport in superlattices s
the original work by Narayanamurti et al.@66#, but these works
were focused on the phonon modes rather than on heat con
tion. The first theoretical modeling predicted a small reduction
Fig. 9 Distribution of „a… Fermi level and „b… electron and phonon temperature inside double heterojunction
structures. The dimensionless coordinate is normalized to the film thickness. jh is the electron or phonon
mean free path divided by the film thickness, n d the carrier concentration and fb the barrier height.
APRIL 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 247
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the superlattice thermal conductivity@67# due to the formation of
minigaps or stop bands. This predicted reduction, however,
too small compared to experiment results in recent years.
major theoretical approaches were developed in the 1990s to
plain the experimental results. One is based on solving the B
zmann equation with the interfaces of the superlattice treate
boundary conditions@68–71#. The other is based on lattice dy
namics calculation of the phonon spectrum and the correspon
change in the phonon group velocity@72–76#. More recently,
there are also efforts to use molecular dynamics to simulate
thermal conductivity of superlattices directly@77,78#.

Similar to the electron transport in superlattice structures, th
could be several different regimes of phonon transport: the tot
coherent regime, the totally incoherent regime, and the parti
coherent regime. The lattice dynamics lies in the totally cohere
regime. Such approaches are based on the harmonic force
action assumption and thus do not consider anharmonic effec
bulk relaxation time is often assumed. The main results out of
lattice dynamics models is that the phonon group velocity red
tion caused by the spectrum change can lower the thermal
ductivity by a factor of;7–10 at room temperature for Si/G
superlattices, and by a factor of 3 for GaAs/AlAs superlattic
Although it can be claimed that the predicted reduction in Si/
system is of the order of magnitude that is experimentally
served, the prediction clearly cannot explain the experimenta
sults for GaAs/AlAs superlattices. The lattice dynamics mo
also showed that when the layers are 1–3 atomic-layers th
there is a recovery of the thermal conductivity. The acoustic w
based model@79#, which treats the superlattices as an inhomo
neous medium, shows a similar trend. It reveals that the ther
conductivity recovery is due to phonon tunneling and that
major source of the computed thermal conductivity reduction
the lattice dynamics model is the total internal reflection, which
the phonon spectrum representation, causes a group velocit
duction. For experimental results so far, the explanation of
thermal conductivity reduction based on the group velocity red
tion has not been satisfactory even for the cross-plane direc
For the in-plane direction, the group velocity reduction alo
leads to only a small reduction in thermal conductivity@76#, and
cannot explain the experimental data on GaAs/AlAs and Si
superlattices@52,55,65#. There is a possibility that the change
the phonon spectrum creates a change in the relaxation time@80#
but such a mechanism is unlikely to explain the experimen
results for relatively thick-period superlattices since the density
states does not change in these structures@76#.

Boltzmann equation-based models that treat phonons as
ticles transporting heat in inhomogeneous layers lie in the tot
incoherent regime@68,71#. Theoretical calculations have been ab
to explain quantitatively the experimental data. The models
based on the solution of the Boltzmann equation using the re
ation time in the bulk materials for each layer. Phonon reflect
and transmission at the interfaces are modeled based on past
ies of the thermal boundary resistance. Compared to the la
dynamics and acoustic waves models, the particle model all
the incorporation of diffuse interface scattering of phonons. In
models presented so far, the contribution of diffuse scattering
been left as a fitting parameter. In Fig. 10, we show the exp
mental in-plane and cross-plane thermal conductivity of a Si
superlattice, together with simulation results based on the Bo
mann equation. One argument for the validity of the parti
model is that thermal phonons have a short thermal wavelen
which is a measure of the coherence properties of broadb
phonons inside the solid@68#. It is more likely, however, that the
diffuse interface scattering, if it indeed happens as models s
gested, destroys the coherence of monochromatic phonons
thus prevents the formation the superlattice phonon modes.
particle-based modeling can capture the effects of total inte
reflection, which is partially responsible for the large group velo
ity reduction under the lattice dynamics models. Approxim
248 Õ Vol. 124, APRIL 2002
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methods to incorporate phonon confinement or inelastic bound
scattering are also proposed. From the existing modeling, it ca
concluded that for heat flow parallel to the interfaces, diffuse
terface scattering is the key factor causing the thermal conduc
ity reduction. For the case of heat conduction perpendicular to
interfaces, phonon reflection, confinement, as well as diffuse s
tering can greatly reduce the heat transfer and thermal condu
ity. The larger the reflection coefficient, the larger is the therm
conductivity reduction in the cross-plane direction.

A key unsolved issue is what are the actual mechanisms
phonon scattering at the interfaces, particularly what causes
diffuse phonon scattering. Phonon scattering has been stu
quite extensively in the past in the context of thermal bound
resistance. Superlattice structures that are grown by epitaxy t
niques usually have better interface morphology than the o
types of interfaces studied previously. Even for the best mate
system such as GaAs/AlAs, however, the interfaces are not
fect. There is interface mixing and there are also regions w
monolayer thickness variation. These are naturally considere
potential sources of diffuse interface scattering for which a s
plified model was developed by Ziman@82#. Another possibility is
the anharmonic force between the atoms in two adjacent lay
Boltzmann equation-based modeling assumes a constant pa
eterp to represent the fraction of phonons specularly scattered
and Goodson@81# used an approximate frequency-dependent
pression forp given by Ziman@82# in the interpretation of the
thermal conductivity of single layer silicon films. Chen@71# also
argued that inelastic scattering occurring at interfaces can pro
a path for the escape of confined phonons. A promising appro
to resolve this issue is molecular dynamics simulation@77,78#. In
addition to the interface scattering mechanisms, there are
several other unanswered questions. For example, experim
data of Venkatasubrmanian seems to indicate a butterfly-sha
thermal conductivity curve as a function of thickness@9,83#.
Quantitative modeling of the stress and dislocation effects a
needs to be further refined.

Since the lattice dynamics and the particle models present
totally coherent and totally incoherent regimes, a theoretical
proach that can include both effects should be sought. Simkin
Mahan@84# proposed a new lattice dynamics model by the int
duction of an imaginary wavevector that is related to the me
free path. This approach leads to the prediction of a minimum

Fig. 10 Anisotropic thermal conductivity of the strained Si ÕGe
„20 Å Õ20 Å… superlattice: experimental data were fitted using
Chen’s models †68,71‡. Also shown in the figure are compari-
sons of experimental data experimental data with predictions
of Fourier theory based on bulk properties of each layer, and
with compositionally equivalent alloy „300K… †65‡.
Transactions of the ASME
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the thermal conductivity value as a function of the superlatt
period thickness. For thicknesses larger than the minimum,
thermal conductivity increases with thickness and eventually
proaches the bulk values. For thicknesses thinner than the m
mum, the thermal conductivity recovers to a higher value. Ho
ever, it should be pointed out that the imaginary wavevec
represents an absorption process, not exactly a scattering pro
as is clear in the meaning of the extinction coefficient of t
optical constants. It will be interesting to see whether such
approach can explain the experimental observed trends of the
conductivity reduction along the in-plane direction.

Aside from superlattices and thin films, other low-dimension
structures such as quantum wires and quantum dots are also
considered for thermoelectric applications. There are a few exp
mental and theoretical studies on the thermal conductivity
quantum dot arrays and nanostructured porous medium@85,86#.
Theoretically, one can expect a larger thermal conductivity red
tion in quantum wires compared to thin films@87,88#. The mea-
surements of the thermal conductivity in quantum wires have b
challenging. Recent measurements on the thermal conductivi
carbon nanotubes provide possible approach for measuremen
nanowires for thermoelectric applications@89#. Nanowires for
thermoelectric applications, however, usually have a low ther
conductivity, which may need different characterization tec
niques.

4 Characterization
The characterization of thermoelectric properties has turned

to be the most challenging issue for the development
nanostructure-based thermoelectric materials. First, the the
conductivity measurements for even bulk materials are not e
For thin films, these measurements become even more diffi
Even the normally easier measurements in bulk materials, suc
for the electrical conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient, can
complicated due to the small thickness of the film and the con
butions from the substrate.

It is generally recognized that the thermal conductivity is t
most difficult parameter to measure. Fortunately, thin film therm
conductivity measurements have drawn considerable atten
over the past two decades and different methods have been d
oped. One popular method to measure the thermal conductivit
thin films is the 3v method@90,91#. For thermoelectric thin films
such as superlattices, there are several complications. For
ample, thermoelectric films are semiconductors and thus an i
lating film is required between the heater and the film. The su
lattice thermal conductivity is highly anisotropic. The 3v method
is typically applied to measure the cross-plane thermal conduc
ity by ensuring that the heater width is much larger than the fi
thickness. Often, an additional buffer layer exists between the
and the substrate. For Si/Ge, the buffer is graded and thus h
continuously varying thermal conductivity profile. In applying th
3v method, there is also the contrast factor that must be con
ered between the film and the substrate. When the film and
substrate have close properties, more complicated modelin
needed. By careful modeling and experimental design, thev
method can be applied to a wide range of thin films for measu
the thermal conductivity in both in-plane and cross-plane dir
tions @92#. Other methods such as ac calorimetry, photother
and pump-and-probe methods have also been used to measu
thermal diffusivity of superlattices. References@10#, @93–96# pro-
vide detailed reviews of existing methods. By assuming that
specific heat does not change much, which is usually a valid
sumption, the thermal conductivity of the structures can be ca
lated from the measured diffusivity.

Although the measurement of the electrical conductivity a
Seebeck coefficient is considered relatively straight-forward
bulk materials, it has turned out to be much more complicated
thin films. For transport along the thin film plane, the complic
tions arise from the fact that most thin films are deposited
Journal of Heat Transfer
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semiconductor substrates and the thermoelectric effect of the
strates can overwhelm that of the films. To circumvent these
ficulties, several approaches have been taken, such as rem
the substrate or growing the film on insulating layers. For e
ample, Si/Ge superlattices are grown on silicon-on-insulator st
tures. Even with these precautions, there are still complicati
such as the existence of the buffer. Thus, differential meas
ments are sometimes used to subtract the influence of the b
layer. For transport in the cross-plane direction, measuremen
the electrical conductivity and Seebeck effect become much m
difficult because the films are usually very thin. The recently
ported ZT values between 2–3 for Bi2Te3 /Se2Te3 superlattices
were obtained using the transient Harman method@9#. Although
the method is well established for bulk materials, the applicat
to thin film structures requires careful consideration of vario
heat losses and heat generation through the leads. This is a
that has yet to be fully addressed. In addition, the transient H
man method givesZT rather than individual thermoelectric prop
erties such as the Seebeck coefficient. A comparative method
recently developed to measure the Seebeck coefficient in
cross-plane direction of the superlattices@97#.

5 Micro Devices and Potential Applications
Although thermoelectric coolers and power generators are

trinsically smaller than conventional coolers and power gene
tors, on the order of a few millimeters to centimeters, there
major efforts to develop microscale thermoelectric devices
several reasons.~1! Monolithic integration is desirable for the
cooling and temperature stabilization of electronic and phono
devices.~2! Heat flux that can be handled by coolers increases
the device thickness decreases. Of course, smaller device size
attractive for their weight and volume. Several types of therm
electric microdevices are being developed. Figures 7 and 8 s
device performance based on Si/Ge superlattices with transpo
the cross-plane direction. Another approach is to use electrode
ited films @98# to make microdevices. Efforts exist in using micro
machining of bulk thermoelectric materials to make microdevic
@99,100#. Devices based on transport along the film plane are a
being pursued, for applications in detectors and power sou
@101,102#.

As the device length becomes smaller, several degradation
tors become important and must be addressed. These includ~1!
the electrical contact resistance,~2! thermal contact resistance,~3!
heat sink thermal resistance in both the hot and the cold sides
~4! additional heat leaks caused by contacts. For transport per
dicular to the film plane, the most important issues are the e
trical contact resistance, the thermal boundary resistance and
spreading resistance in the hot and the cold regions. For trans
along the film plane, heat leakage through the support layers
mally requires the removal of the substrate. Even without a s
strate, the heat leakage through the supporting membrane an
buffer layers can significantly degrade the device performan
particularly when the thermoelectric film is very thin.

5.1 Applications. Thermoelectric microdevices have som
immediate applications. If the reportedZT is further confirmed
and enhanced, the applications will undoubtly expand into m
areas. Here, we will discuss a number of potential applicatio
~1! temperature stabilization,~2! high cooling density spot cool-
ing, and~3! micropower generation.

Temperature stabilization is very important for optoelectro
devices such as laser sources, switching/routing elements, an
tectors. They require careful control over their operating tempe
ture. This is especially true in current high speed and wavelen
division multiplexed ~WDM! optical communication networks
Long haul optical transmission systems operating around 1.55mm
wavelength typically use erbium-doped fiber amplifiers~EDFA’s!,
and are restricted in the wavelengths they can use due to the
bandwidth of these amplifiers. As more channels are packed
this wavelength window, the spacing between adjacent chan
APRIL 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 249
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becomes smaller and wavelength drift becomes very import
Temperature variations are the primary cause for the wavele
drift, and they also affect the threshold current and output po
in laser sources. Most stable sources such as distributed feed
~DFB! lasers and vertical cavity surface emitting lasers~VCSEL’s!
can generate large heat power densities on the order of kW2

over areas as small as 100mm2 @103,104#. The output power for a
typical DFB laser changes by approximately 0.4 dB/°C. Typi
temperature-dependent wavelength shifts for these laser so
are on the order of 0.1 nm/°C@105#. Therefore, a temperatur
change of only a few degrees in a WDM system with a chan
spacing of 0.2–0.4 nm would be enough to switch data from
channel to the adjacent one, and even less of a temperature ch
could dramatically increase the crosstalk between two chann
Temperature stabilization or refrigeration is commonly perform
with conventional thermoelectric~TE! coolers. However since
their integration with optoelectronic devices is difficult@103,106#,
component cost is greatly increased because of packaging.
reliability and lifetime of packaged modules are also usually li
ited by their TE coolers@107#. Microdevices monolithically inte-
grated with the functioning optoelectronic devices have adv
tages over separate devices in terms of their response time,
and costs.

Many electronic and optoelectronic devices dissipate high h
flux. Conventional thermoelectric devices cannot handle la
heat flux. With reduced leg length, the cooling heat flux of th
moelectric devices increases, thus providing the opportunity
handle high heat flux devices. It should be remembered, howe
that more heat flux must be rejected at the hot side and mus
removed using conventional heat transfer technologies suc
heat pipes and high thermal conductivity heat spreaders. The
tive cooling method is beneficial only when the device needs to
operated below ambient temperatures or for temperature stab
tion. Examples are infrared detectors and quantum cascade la
The speed of many electronic devices increases with reduced
perature and thus it is possible to use thermoelectric cooler
gain increased speed. Instead of cooling the whole chip, ther
electric microcoolers can potentially be applied to handle local
spots in semiconductor chips@108#. Regions with sizes ranging
from 10’s to 100’s of micron in diameter have a temperature 1
30°C higher than the average chip temperature. This causes c
delays and failures in digital circuits. In addition, chip reliabili
due to electromigration is a thermally activated process, so
mean-free time between failures decreases exponentially as
temperature rises.

Thermoelectric devices have traditionally been used as ra
tion detectors such as thermopiles and can be used as p
sources. With the rapid developments in MEMS, microsc
power supply has been in increasing demands. Thermoele
micro-generators can be coupled with environmental heat sou
to drive sensors and microdevices for automanous operatio
these devices. The body temperature powered wristwatch is
cent example@109#.

6 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we discuss recent progress in nanostructure-b

solid-state energy conversion. Energy transport for both elect
and phonons can differ significantly from that in bulk materia
The nanoscale size effects can be used to improve the en
conversion efficiency. Recent studies have led to quite a la
increase inZT values and significant new insights into therm
electric transport in nanostructures. There is, however, much
to be done in new materials syntheses, characterization, phy
understanding, and device fabrication. This is a research area
the heat transfer community can both benefit from and contrib
to. Meanwhile, we would like to emphasize that thermoelec
materials research is a multidisciplinary endeavor and requ
250 Õ Vol. 124, APRIL 2002
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close collaboration among researchers to address issues in m
rials, theory, characterization, and devices. Among these iss
heat transfer plays a significant role.
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Nomenclature

C 5 spectral volumetric specific heat, J m23Hz21K21

D 5 density of states per unit volume, J21m23

E 5 energy relative to band edge, J
Ef 5 Fermi level relative to band edge, J

f 5 electron distribution function
f eq 5 equilibrium distribution function

J 5 current density, A m22

Jq 5 heat flux, W m22

k 5 thermal conductivity, W m21K21

k 5 wavevector
kB 5 Boltzmann constant, J K21

Ln 5 transport coefficients defined by Eq.~8!
q 5 charge per carrier, C
r 5 coordinate
S 5 Seebeck coefficient, V K21

t 5 time, s
T 5 temperature, K
v 5 velocity, m s21

Z 5 figure of merit, K21

« 5 electrical field, V/m
F 5 electrochemical potential, J
s 5 electrical conductivityV21m21, or differential conduc-

tivity, V21m21J21

t 5 relaxation time, s
v 5 angular frequency, rad . Hz
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